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Dorda Brugger Jordis

Austria

1 General: Treaties

1.1 How many income tax treaties are currently in force in
Austria?

Currently, there are 88 tax treaties in force in Austria.

1.2 Do they generally follow the OECD or another model?

Generally, they follow the OECD model, although some of the

older treaties significantly deviate from the OECD model.

Important examples of treaties which do not follow the OECD

model in essential points are those with Brazil, France and Japan.

1.3 Do treaties have to be incorporated into domestic law
before they take effect?

Treaties become effective upon their ratification by the two

governments or representative houses of the two parties to the

treaty.  Formal incorporation into Austrian legislation is not

required.

1.4 Do they generally incorporate anti-treaty shopping rules
(or “limitation of benefits” articles)?

Generally, Austrian tax treaties do not incorporate anti-treaty

shopping rules.  The most notable exemption from this principle is

the tax treaty with the United States, which has a strict “limitation

of benefits” article. 

1.5 Are treaties overridden by any rules of domestic law
(whether existing when the treaty takes effect or
introduced subsequently)?

In principle, tax treaties are considered to be international law and

as such should be protected from being overridden by national

Austrian tax law.  Nevertheless, in practice the Austrian tax

authorities often deny treaty benefits to entities resident within

treaty jurisdictions if these entities have a low degree of substance.

Technically, the denial of treaty benefits in such situations is

achieved by applying the general anti-abuse rule of Section 22 of

the General Austrian Tax Code (Bundesabgabenordnung – BAO).

2 Transaction Taxes

2.1 Are there any documentary taxes in your jurisdiction?

The most significant documentary tax is provided for in the rather

formalistic and old-fashioned Austrian Stamp Duty Act

(“Gebührengesetz – GebG”).  According to section 33 of the

Austrian Stamp Duty Act, stamp duties are levied on certain types

of transactions if these transactions are documented in writing.

Generally, all parties entering into the agreement which triggers

stamp duty are jointly and severally liable for these stamp duties. 

In practice, the most important transactions which are subject to

stamp duty under the Stamp Duty Act in the context of international

business transactions are:

Loan or Credit Agreements

Loan and credit agreements are subject to a stamp duty amounting

to 0.8% of the loan principal if a written agreement is made on the

loan (except in cases of shareholder loans, when the stamp duty is

incurred even if there is no written agreement).  Important

exemptions from this stamp duty apply to intra-bank loans.

Lease and Rental Agreements

Lease and rental agreements are subject to stamp duty if a written

rental or lease agreement is made.  The stamp duty amounts to 1%

of the annual sum of the rental payments multiplied by the duration

of the contract (1% of 18 annual payments at the maximum).  If

there is no definite lease period, the stamp duty amounts to 1% of

three times the annual value of the contract.

Agreements on the Assignment of Rights and Receivables

The assignment of rights and receivables is generally subject to

stamp duty if a written agreement is made.  The stamp duty amounts

to 0.8% of the purchase price or of the fair value of the assigned

receivables.  Exemptions apply for assignments of receivables to

special purpose securitisation vehicles.

Technique for avoiding stamp duties

Generally, Austrian stamp duty law is very formalistic and follows

a rather old-fashioned “form over substance” approach.  The law

provides that in general all stamp duties arise upon either of the two

following alternatives:

i) the agreement subject to stamp duty is concluded in writing on

Austrian territory, or the written agreement (or a certified copy

of it) is brought into Austrian territory at any later stage; or 

ii) the contract is entered into abroad (and not brought to Austria),

but one of the parties to the contract is an Austrian resident and

the legal obligations / transactions (payments) resulting from

this contract are to be fulfilled in Austria.
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On the basis of this legal environment, Austrian stamp duty in the

context of international business transactions (with one party not being

Austrian resident) can therefore mostly (with the important exemption

of shareholders’ loans) be avoided using offshore signing schemes.  If

both parties to the agreement are Austrian residents, the stamp duty

can only be avoided if no written document is signed by both parties.

2.2 Do you have Value Added Tax (or a similar tax)? If so, at
what rate or rates?

Austria has a VAT system which follows the 6th EC VAT Directive.

The generally applicable VAT rate is 20%.  Lower rates apply to a

few selected goods and services of public interest in the food, health

and cultural sectors.

2.3 Is VAT (or any similar tax) charged on all transactions or
are there any relevant exclusions?

In principle, the supply of goods and services in any transaction is

subject to VAT.

In the context of international business transactions, in practice, the

most relevant VAT exemptions are the following:

Share Deals

The transfer of shares in a corporation is always exempt from VAT.

Please note that in contrast to the treatment of shares in

corporations, the transfer of partnership interests is treated for VAT

purposes as an asset deal, i.e. VAT applies to the supply of all goods

owned by the transferred partnership.

Financing

As in most other countries, the supply of financing services by

banks and finance institutions is exempt from Austrian VAT.  As a

consequence of this exemption banks are not entitled to claim input

VAT refunds in Austria.

Real Estate Transactions

In the case of the transfer of real estate property, the seller has an

optional right to treat the sale as being subject to or exempt from

VAT.  Generally, in business transactions the option to subject the

sale to VAT is elected in order to not retroactively lose input VAT

refunds claimed by the seller prior to the sale.  If the sale is subject

to VAT, the buyer can claim an immediate VAT refund if he is an

entrepreneur for VAT purposes.

2.4 Is it always fully recoverable by all businesses? If not,
what are the relevant restrictions?

There are certain business sectors, most notably the banking sector,

the services of which are exempt from VAT and which are

accordingly not entitled to recover VAT under the input VAT

system.  Other examples besides the banking and finance sectors

are holding companies (with no other activities except holding

participations) or medical services.

2.5 Are there any other transaction taxes?

The transfer of Austrian real estate property in an asset deal or the

transfer of all of the shares in an Austrian corporation which owns

real estate property triggers a real estate transfer tax of 3.5%.  The

real estate transfer tax in the case of a share deal may be avoided if

not 100%, but only 99% of the shares in the company holding the

real estate are transferred.

2.6 Are there any other indirect taxes of which we should be
aware?

In the context of business transactions, the capital duty (1% levied

on equity contributions to corporate entities) is of high practical

relevance.

3 Cross-border Payments

3.1 Is any withholding tax imposed on dividends paid by a
locally resident company to a non-resident?

Under Austrian national tax law, dividends are subject to a 25%

dividend withholding tax.  This withholding tax is reduced by most

tax treaties.  In addition, no withholding tax will be imposed at

source on intra-group dividends to EU-resident parent corporations,

in compliance with the EC Parent Subsidiary Directive, if the

following requirements are met:

the parent company directly and continuously holds at least

10% (in some countries 25% is required under the principle

of reciprocity) in the distributing Austrian company for a

period of one year;

the Austrian company is in the legal form of an AG or a

GmbH, i.e. a corporation;

the parent company is a corporation as listed in Art. 2 of

Directive 90/435/EC;

the parent corporation provides a residency certificate issued

by the foreign tax authorities which is issued within one year

before or after the dividend is paid; and

the parent company provides confirmation to its subsidiary

that it has active business income, employees and its own

office premises.

If any of these requirements are not met, withholding tax has to be

withheld and the foreign parent can apply for a refund.  During the

course of this refund procedure, the Austrian tax authorities will

verify whether the foreign parent is entitled to the withholding tax

reduction or whether the structure is abusive.  Pure holding

companies, as foreign shareholders, will only be able to rely on the

withholding tax reduction at source if it is clear that the structure

was not set up purely for tax-avoidance reasons.

3.2 Would there be any withholding tax on royalties paid by a
local company to a non-resident?

Royalties paid by an Austrian corporation to a non-resident are

subject to a 20% withholding tax.  However, under most of the tax

treaties in force, this withholding tax is reduced to a rate of between

0% and 15%.

3.3 Would there be any withholding tax on interest paid by a
local company to a non-resident?

Austria does not levy any withholding tax on interest paid to a foreign

or domestic corporate party.  Treaty relief is not required.  However, if

debt is reclassified as hidden equity and, in consequence, interest

payments are regarded as hidden dividends, the withholding tax rates

for dividends may apply to interest payments.

3.4 Would relief for interest so paid be restricted by reference
to “thin capitalisation” rules?

Austria does not have statutory thin capitalisation rules or safe
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harbour debt/equity ratios.  However, depending on the economic

situation of a company, the tax authorities may reclassify parts or all

of a company’s debt into equity on a case-by-case basis.  From a

practical point of view it is thus definitely advisable to adhere to

industry standards.

3.5 If so, is there a “safe harbour” by reference to which tax
relief is assured?

There is no statutory safe harbour.  However, generally speaking, a

debt/equity ratio of 70:30 per cent should usually be acceptable to the

Austrian tax authorities.  The debt/equity ratio is always measured on

a consolidated basis.  In the case of a leveraged acquisition, this

usually means that the debt incurred by the acquisition vehicle has to

be consolidated with the already-existing debt of the target.

Besides thin capitalisation, in order to avoid a reclassification of

debt into hidden equity for tax purposes, the Supreme

Administrative Court and the Ministry of Finance stress the

importance of relatively formal issues, such as written loan

agreements with arm’s length terms regarding interest payments

and repayment of loan principals.

3.6 Would any such “thin capitalisation” rules extend to debt
advanced by a third party but guaranteed by a parent
company?

Yes, these informal thin capitalisation rules also extend to debt

guaranteed by a related party. 

3.7 Are there any restrictions on tax relief for interest
payments by a local company to a non-resident in
addition to any thin capitalisation rules mentioned in
questions 3.4-3.6 above?

In general, expenses are not deductible if they are directly related to

tax exempt income.  Exemptions from this principle may apply.

3.8 Does Austria have transfer pricing rules?

Austria does not have statutory transfer pricing rules.  Nevertheless,

transactions between related parties have to comply with the arm’s

length principle.  In enforcing the arm’s length principle, the

Austrian tax authorities generally use the OECD transfer pricing

guidelines as a reference.

4 Tax on Business Operations: General

4.1 What is the headline rate of tax on corporate profits?

Austria has a flat corporate tax rate of 25%.

4.2 When is that tax generally payable?

The tax is in general payable within one month after receipt of the

tax assessment, which is usually issued a few weeks after the filing

of the tax return.  A corporation generally has to file its corporate

income tax return within three months after the end of the fiscal

year.  If the corporation is represented by a certified tax adviser, the

filing date may be routinely extended by up to another year.  Apart

from the final tax payment, the corporation is subject to quarterly

prepayments of corporate income tax on the basis of preliminary

estimates issued by the tax authorities.

4.3 What is the tax base for that tax (profits pursuant to
commercial accounts subject to adjustments; other tax
base)?

In principle, the tax base for corporate income tax is the

corporation’s annual profit on the basis of the statutory commercial

accounts.  However, significant deviations and adjustments from

the commercial accounts are required, according to the Austrian tax

accounting rules.

The most significant of theses adjustments are:

the treatment of provisions (in the case of most provisions,

deductibility for tax purposes is limited to 80% of the

provision);

the treatment of depreciation periods (for tax purposes, only

straight line depreciation is accepted; goodwill has a standard

tax depreciation period of 15 years); and

the treatment of national or international dividend income

(national dividend income is always tax-exempt on a

corporate level; international dividend income is exempt if

the requirements of the international participation

exemptions are met).

4.4 If it otherwise differs from the profit shown in commercial
accounts, what are the main other differences?

Differences between the profits shown in the commercial accounts

and the tax accounts are based on tax accounting rules as provided

in the General Income Tax Act (Einkommensteuergesetz – EStG)

and the Corporate Income Tax Act (Körperschaftssteuergesetz –

KStG).  Examples of important differences between statutory

commercial accounting and tax accounting are the treatment of

provisions, the treatment of depreciation periods and the treatment

of dividend income or capital gains.

4.5 Are there any tax grouping rules? Do these allow for relief
in Austria for losses of overseas subsidiaries?

In 2005, Austria introduced a new modern group taxation regime.

The new group taxation regime allows the integration of non-

Austrian corporations into an Austrian tax group, which allows the

cross-border of losses within the group.

The requirements for an Austrian tax group are the following:

the group parent must be either an Austrian corporation or an

Austrian registered branch of an EU resident corporation.

Several companies may jointly act as a group parent,

provided that at least one company holds at least 40% and the

other companies hold at least 15% in the prospective group

member;

Austrian or foreign companies which are in a legal form

comparable to an Austrian corporation may participate as

group members.  Foreign companies can only be a member

of the group if they are directly held by the Austrian group

parent or if they are a member of an Austrian group;

to qualify as a tax group, the group parent has to hold a direct

or indirect participation of more than 50% in the share capital

as well as a majority of the voting rights of the Austrian or

the foreign subsidiary (“financial integration”).  The

requirement of financial integration must be met during the

entire business year of the participating subsidiary; 

the group parent and the group members must file a written

application for group taxation with the revenue office.  The

application is binding for at least three years; and

group taxation is optional.  The option can be exercised

separately by each company that is a potential group

member.
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Under the new rules, all taxable profits and losses of the Austrian

group members are attributed to the group parent, whereas in the case

of foreign group members, only losses and no profits will be

attributed to the group parent.  If – in the years to follow – the foreign

group member in its jurisdiction obtains a credit for the loss which is

carried forward, the loss previously used in Austria must be

recaptured at the level of the Austrian group parent in order to avoid

the double use of losses.  Should the foreign member cease to be a

member of the tax group for any reason but insolvency, losses

previously used in the Austrian tax group are to be recaptured as well.

4.6 Is tax imposed at a different rate upon distributed, as
opposed to retained, profits?

No, there is no such differentiation in corporate tax law.  The model

exists, however, in the field of small-sized one-person businesses

and small-sized partnerships with a profit of less than EUR

100,000.

4.7 What other national taxes (excluding those dealt with in
“Transaction Taxes”, above) are there - e.g. property
taxes, etc.?

Real estate property located in Austria is subject to property tax.

The tax base for property tax is the historically-assessed standard

value of the respective property, which is generally substantially

below its actual fair value.  The property tax is levied at a basic

federal rate multiplied by a municipal coefficient.  The basic federal

rate is 0.2% of the historically assessed standard value; the

municipal coefficients range up to 500%.  There are at present

political tendencies, supported by a recent decision of the

Constitutional Supreme Court, in favour of raising the historically-

assessed values to fair market value.

4.8 Are there any local taxes not dealt with in answers to
other questions?

No, all taxes on corporate (as opposed to individual) taxpayers are

levied at a federal level.

5 Capital Gains

5.1 Is there a special set of rules for taxing capital gains and
losses?

There is a special set of rules regarding capital gains and losses

incurred with international participations in non-Austrian

corporations exceeding a minimum shareholding of 10%. 

Capital gains or capital losses realised upon both the sale of such

participations as well as depreciations of the participation are in

principle not tax-effective.  In the past (i.e. up to 2004), such capital

gains were tax-exempt, whereas capital losses were deductible.

Due to EU pressure, both capital gains and capital losses are now

tax-neutral (i.e. gains are exempt and losses are not deductible).

Only losses realised upon the liquidation or insolvency of a foreign

subsidiary are still tax-deductible to the extent that they exceed tax

free dividends received in the five years before the liquidation or

insolvency. 

As an alternative to the “tax-neutral statues” of international

participations, an option model is available, as follows:

Any corporate holder of a foreign participation can opt out of the

tax neutrality of foreign participations.  If such opt-out is chosen,

capital losses and write-downs are fully tax deductible (however,

they have to be depreciated over a fixed period of seven years), and

on the other hand capital gains will be fully taxable.  Dividends,

however, are not covered by this option and remain tax-exempt

under the participation exemption.

It is possible to choose one of the two aforementioned options for

each international participation.  However, once the choice is made

it cannot be revoked.

5.2 If so, is the rate of tax imposed upon capital gains
different from the rate imposed upon business profits?

No, the corporate tax rate imposed on capital gains is not different

from the regular corporate tax rate of 25%.

5.3 Is there a participation exemption?

As already indicated, there is an international participation

exemption which applies to dividends and capital gains received

from foreign subsidiaries, as opposed to the national participation

exemption which only applies to dividends.

According to the Austrian international participation exemption,

dividends received by an Austrian holding company from a

subsidiary, or capital gains incurred by an Austrian company upon

the sale of a foreign subsidiary, are not subject to income tax in

Austria if the following requirements are met:

the Austrian company must hold at least 10% of its foreign

subsidiary (in the case of EU jurisdiction the 10% threshold

for dividend payments is not required any more);

the foreign subsidiary must be comparable to an Austrian AG

or GmbH (i.e. it must be a corporation); and

the participation in the foreign company must be held at least

for one year (the holding period).

The international participation exemption is subject to a set of

specific “anti-abuse of law” rules.  Under these anti-abuse rules, the

Austrian participation exemption does not apply if:

i) The subsidiary is located in a low-tax jurisdiction.

A jurisdiction is deemed to be a low-tax jurisdiction if the

effectively applicable tax rate under Austrian tax accounting rules

amounts to less than 15%.

ii) The subsidiary generates primarily passive income.

A foreign subsidiary is considered to earn mainly passive income if

the passive part of its operations constitutes more than 50% of its

total activity (calculated on the basis of assets, employees and

profits).  The passive part is defined as activities in connection with

interest income, income from licences or leasing, or the sale of

participations, etc.

5.4 Is there any special relief for reinvestment?

For corporations there is no such relief.  A relief for reinvestment

exists only for individuals and private foundations.

6 Branch or Subsidiary?

6.1 What taxes (e.g. capital duty) would be imposed upon the
formation of a subsidiary?

The formation of a subsidiary triggers a capital duty of 1% on the

basis of the contributed equity (nominal capital plus share

premium).
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6.2 Are there any other significant taxes or fees that would be
incurred by a locally formed subsidiary but not by a
branch of a non-resident company?

The transfer of equity to the Austrian branch of a non-Austrian

parent company in principle also triggers the 1% capital duty.

However, this capital duty does not apply if the parent company is

resident in an EU Member State.

6.3 How would the taxable profits of a local branch be
determined?

In principle, Austrian branches are not treated differently from

Austrian resident subsidiaries.  They are subject to Austrian tax

accounting rules even though the statutory accounting is prepared at

the level of the foreign parent company.  The debt-equity ratio of a

branch is measured on a stand-alone basis, i.e. the strong or weak

equity position of the parent company is not relevant to the Austrian

tax position.

6.4 Would such a branch be subject to a branch profits tax (or
other tax limited to branches of non-resident companies)?

Austria does not have the concept of a branch profits tax (such as

for instance the United States).  Branches are subject to Austrian

corporate income tax on the basis of the assumption that the branch

constitutes a permanent establishment in Austria of its non-Austrian

parent.  Thus the non-Austrian parent company becomes subject to

Austrian corporate income tax on all profits that can be allocated to

the Austrian permanent establishment.

6.5 Would a branch benefit from tax treaty provisions, or
some of them?

In principle, a branch is transparent for tax treaty purposes and is

thus not entitled to treaty benefits, such as reductions of

withholding tax on dividends, interest or royalties.  From a tax

treaty perspective, a branch generally is to be treated as a permanent

establishment, whose income is either exempt or credited in the

jurisdiction of the parent company depending on the relief method

article of the respective tax treaty.

6.6 Would any withholding tax or other tax be imposed as the
result of a remittance of profits by the branch?

No, there is no withholding tax levied on the remittance of profits

from a branch to its parent.

7 Anti-avoidance

7.1 How does Austria address the issue of preventing tax
avoidance?  For example, is there a general anti-
avoidance rule or a disclosure rule imposing a
requirement to disclose avoidance schemes in advance of
the company’s tax return being submitted?

The Austrian General Fiscal Code (Bundesabgabenordnung - BAO)

contains a general anti-abuse provision.  The provision – Art 22 –

incorporates the substance-over-form principle into Austrian tax

law and generally allows the tax authorities to disregard

transactions or structures which have been chosen solely for the

purpose of avoiding or reducing. 

Apart from this general provision several more specific anti-abuse

provisions can be found in a variety of Austrian tax laws.  Examples

are the principle of “actual place of management” in the field of

corporate taxation, anti-abuse rules in the participation exemption,

which take away the benefit of the participation exemption from

dividends received from passive tax haven companies, or CFC

legislation for offshore investment funds etc.

There are no specific disclosure rules for avoidance schemes.

Avoidance schemes are usually challenged by the tax inspectors in

the course of tax audits.
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